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ARCHIVES 

3-06-18 
L)  SIS;   Catalog;   see the archives as a Catalog;   a Catalog of tools and truths;   
most of what you may need is there;   there for your use 

3-09-18 
L)   SIS;   Procure;   Procure from the archives;   Procure more details, more 
facets yet not grasped;   search, search, comprehend 

3-10-18 
HH)  vSIS;   check;   thoroughly check the archives;   much to glean;   details, 
details, details overlooked;   check again, and again;   absorb, absorb, absorb, 
My children;    

8-25-18 
L)  SIS;   History;   look to your History;   My Children, check and double check 
the archives,   the History I've given you there;   the steps;   know the steps for 
the babes 

9-08-18 
L)  SIS;  Glean;   Glean, My Children;   Glean from My daily words to 
you and Glean from the Archives;   nothing must be lost or forgotten;   
nothing;   be not remiss in Gleaning again and again    

9-14-18 
L)  Catalog;   keep Cataloging the archives, Child;   My hosts shall 
aid;   allow them;   

10-30-18 
HP)  glean again and again from My archives, My Chosen;   be not remiss in this;   
so much yet to glean;  tend to this not reluctantly, but joyfully, gladly;   Amen and 
Amen 

12-11-18 
HP)  legally invoke all you can, Child;   keep checking the archives looking for 
making all I have said legal;   allow yourself to be legally prepared;   allow Me to 
prepare you in the ways and manners you cannot;   

3-06-18 
L)  SIS;   Catalog;   see the archives as a Catalog;   a Catalog of tools and truths;   
most of what you may need is there;   there for your use 
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3-09-18 
L)   SIS;   Procure;   Procure from the archives;   Procure more details, more facets 
yet not grasped;   search, search, comprehend 

3-10-18 
HH)  vSIS;   check;   thoroughly check the archives;   much to glean;   details, details, 
details overlooked;   check again, and again;   absorb, absorb, absorb, My children;    

8-25-18 
L)  SIS;   History;   look to your History;   My Children, check and double check the 
archives,   the History I've given you there;   the steps;   know the steps for the babes 

9-08-18 
L)  SIS;  Glean;   Glean, My Children;   Glean from My daily words to you and Glean 
from the Archives;   nothing must be lost or forgotten;   nothing;   be not remiss in 
Gleaning again and again    

9-14-18 
L)  Catalog;   keep Cataloging the archives, Child;   My hosts shall aid;   allow them;   

10-30-18 
HP)  glean again and again from My archives, My Chosen;   be not remiss in this;   so 
much yet to glean;  tend to this not reluctantly, but joyfully, gladly;   Amen and Amen 

12-11-18 
HP)  legally invoke all you can, Child;   keep checking the archives looking for making 
all I have said legal;   allow yourself to be legally prepared;   allow Me to prepare you 
in the ways and manners you cannot;   


